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A quantum algorithm that solves the time-dependent Dirac equation on a digital quantum com-
puter is developed and analyzed. The time evolution is performed by an operator splitting decom-
position technique that allows for a mapping of the Dirac operator to a quantum walk supplemented
by unitary rotation steps in spinor space. Every step of the splitting method is decomposed into
sets of quantum gates. It is demonstrated that the algorithm has an exponential speedup over the
implementation of the same numerical scheme on a classical computer, as long as certain conditions
are satisfied. Finally, an explicit decomposition of this algorithm into elementary gates from a uni-
versal set is carried out to determine the resource requirements. It is shown that a proof-of-principle
calculation may be possible with actual quantum technologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computing, a new paradigm in computer sci-
ence, has received a lot of interests in the last few decades
because it promises a significant improvement of our com-
putational capabilities. It is now well established that
certain operations could be performed in polynomial time
on quantum computers, instead of exponential time for
classical ones. The prospected performance of quantum
computers is fully demonstrated in Shor’s algorithm for
the factorization of large integers [1], which requires a
logarithmic number of quantum gates. The success of
this quintessential method has motivated the develop-
ment of many other quantum algorithms and of course,
has made such devices very attractive for a number of
applications such as quantum simulations, cryptography
and many others [2, 3].

The main topic of this article, which aims at finding a
quantum algorithm to simulate single particle relativis-
tic quantum mechanics governed by the Dirac equation,
relates to the efficient simulation of physical quantum
systems. This is one of the most important applications
of quantum computing [4–6].

Quantum simulation stems from the formal analogies
existing between certain Hamiltonians describing differ-
ent physical objects. Exploiting this analogy, a given
quantum system (the quantum computer) can be em-
ployed and programmed to emulate another one if there
exists a mapping between them. In some particular cases,
such a mapping can be constructed and a faithful repre-
sentation can be obtained easily. For instance, when two
systems are described by the same Hamiltonian with dif-
ferent value of physical parameters, the correspondence
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is direct. This technique has been employed to simulate
the Dirac equation and relativistic quantum mechanics
using trapped ions [7, 8] and optical devices [9, 10] in
regimes which are usually not accessible directly. This is
an example of an analog quantum simulation, which is a
powerful technique but lacks some versatility because it
is limited to one class of system.

Conversely, a digital quantum computer (DQC) is
made of a number of qubits. The qubits are two-state
quantum entities that can serve as registers to store data.
For a large class of Hamiltonians, it was demonstrated
that a DQC is a universal simulator [5] and thus, can
be used to simulate any local quantum systems. In this
case however, the mapping can be intricate because the
Hamiltonian of the physical system under study can dif-
fer significantly from the one for qubits. Moreover, the
qubits are discrete objects, which usually precludes the
direct analogy described above. In this sense, DQCs are
similar to classical computers because they operate via
discrete operations and require a discrete representation
of the object (here, the wave function) under investiga-
tion. For the simulation of quantum systems, this dis-
cretization process is non-unique and each discretization
leads to a different numerical schemes with varying preci-
sion. The main goal of this article is to present a numer-
ical scheme that solves the discretized Time-Dependent
Dirac equation (TDDE) and which can be mapped to a
n-qubits DQC.

Because it describes relativistic spin-1/2 particles, the
TDDE equation is important for many applications in
atomic physics, heavy ion collisions, laser physics, con-
densed matter physics and astrophysics. In particular,
its solution is required to obtain the leading order result
of quantum field theory in the strong field approximation
[11]. In this work, however, this second quantized prob-
lem is not considered explicitly. Rather, the quantum
algorithm is dedicated to the solution of the “classical”
(non-second-quantized) Dirac equation.

Solving the TDDE numerically is a challenging prob-
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lem because it is a multi-dimensional hyperbolic par-
tial differential equation with a source term. On clas-
sical computers, several numerical methods have been
developed to solve this equation. A large number of
approaches are based on the combined use of the split-
operator and spectral schemes [12–19]. Galerkin methods
relying on basis function expansions and Fourier mapped
methods can be found in Refs. [20–22] while “real space”
methods have been derived using finite element schemes
[23, 24] and finite difference schemes (both explicit [25]
and implicit [26–28]). A leapfrog scheme on a staggered
grid has also been considered [29, 30].

Recently, a simple split-operator scheme in real space,
having connections with the Quantum Lattice Boltzmann
method [31–34], was proposed and extended to second
order of convergence [35, 36]. It was suggested that this
algorithm could be efficiently implemented on a quan-
tum computer owing to its distinctive properties [37]. In
particular, the time evolution of the wave function pro-
ceeds by a sequence of unitary operations where rota-
tions in spinor space are followed by space shifts. This
structure is actually reminiscent of quantum walks [38],
the quantum analogues to classical random walks, where
the “walker” is described by probability amplitudes [39].
This is not a surprise because Dirac-like equations can
be derived from general quantum walks by studying their
continuum limit [40–43]. In this article, these properties
are exploited to give an explicit quantum algorithm that
solves the time-dependent Dirac equation. It is demon-
strated that the time evolution can be made efficient (the
number of operations required is poly(n), where n is the
number of qubits) for a certain class of external elec-
tromagnetic potentials and if certain conditions for the
initialization are satisfied. A classical computer would
require O(2n) operations, making the quantum imple-
mentation exponentially faster than the classical one.

This article is separated as follows. In Section II, the
time-dependent Dirac equation is presented along with a
numerical scheme based on operator splitting that allows
for a numerical computation of the spinor wave func-
tion time evolution. In Section III A, the mapping of the
spinor wave function on quantum registers is developed.
Section III B is devoted to the mapping of operations ob-
tained in the splitting operator scheme and well-known
qubit gates. It is also shown that the Dirac equation evo-
lution is a quantum walk supplemented by rotations in
spinor space. In Section III C, the efficiency of the algo-
rithm is discussed and compared to the classical imple-
mentation. Section III D briefly mentions performance is-
sues with the initialization of the quantum register. Sec-
tion IV contains an explicit resource analysis where the
quantum gates are decomposed into elementary gates.
The conclusion is found in Section V while many details
on higher order split operator schemes and the initializa-
tion of the quantum register are in appendices.

II. THE DIRAC EQUATION AND OPERATOR
SPLITTING

This section gives a review of the operator splitting
method applied to the Dirac equation. More details and
numerical examples can be found in Refs. [31–37].

The Dirac equation gives a quantum relativistic de-
scription of fermions and is the relativistic extension of
the Schrödinger equation to spin-1/2 particles. These
particles are ubiquitous in nature and therefore, the Dirac
equation has applications in many fields of physics. In
this work, the focus is on the relativistic dynamics of a
single electron of mass m coupled to an external classi-
cal electromagnetic field characterized by its electromag-
netic potential. The single particle time-dependent Dirac
equation is given by [44]

i∂tψ(t,x) = Ĥψ(t,x), (1)

where

ψ(t,x) =

ψ1(t,x)
ψ2(t,x)
ψ3(t,x)
ψ4(t,x)

 =

[
φ(t,x)
χ(t,x)

]
, (2)

is the time and coordinate dependent four-spinor, where
φ1,2 = ψ1,2 are the large components and χ1,2 = ψ3,4 are

the small components. The operator Ĥ is the Hamilto-
nian given by

Ĥ = α · [cp̂− eA(t)] + βmc2 + eI4V (x, t), (3)

where e is the electric charge (obeying e = −|e| for
an electron) and the momentum operator is p̂ = −i∇.
Here, A(t) is the electromagnetic vector potential while
V (x, t) = A0(x, t) is the scalar potential. The vector
potential represents physically a time-dependent homo-
geneous electric field and thus, it is translation invariant
and do not depend on space x. The scalar potential, on
the other hand, has a space dependence and can repre-
sent either a static (such as a Coulomb potential) or dy-
namic field. In this configuration, there is no magnetic
field, the latter being given by B = ∇×A. Performance
issues may arise when the magnetic field is included in
the quantum algorithm, as discussed in more details in
subsequent sections and in Appendix B.

Finally, I4 is the 4 by 4 unit matrix and β,α =
(αa)a=x,y,z are the Dirac matrices. In all calculations,
the Dirac representation is used where

αa =

[
0 σa
σa 0

]
, β =

[
I2 0
0 −I2

]
. (4)

The σa are the usual 2× 2 Pauli matrices defined as

σx =

[
0 1
1 0

]
, σy =

[
0 −i
i 0

]
and σz =

[
1 0
0 −1

]
, (5)

while I2 is the 2 by 2 unit matrix.
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A. Time discretization

The starting point of the general operator splitting the-
ory is the formal solution of the Dirac equation given by

ψ(tn+1) = T exp

[
−i
∫ tn+1

tn

Ĥ(t)dt

]
ψ(tn), (6)

= e−i∆t(H(tn)+T )ψ(tn), (7)

where T is the time-ordering operator, ∆t = tn+1 − tn
is the time step and T = i

←−
∂tn is the “left” time-shifting

operator. The second form of the solution in Eq. (7) was
obtained in Ref. [45] and constitutes a convenient start-
ing point for deriving approximation schemes. Then, the
operator splitting method consists in decomposing the

Hamiltonian as Ĥ(t) =
∑Nop

j=1 Ĥj(t) (here, Nop ∈ N+ is

the number of operators) and in approximating the evo-
lution operator in Eq. (7) by a sequence of exponentials
in the form:

ψ(tn+1) =

Nseq∏
k=1

e−is(k)
0 ∆tT

Nop∏
j=1

e−is
(k)
j ∆tĤj(tn)

ψ(tn)

+O(∆tq), (8)

where the coefficients Nseq ∈ N+ and s
(k)
j ∈ R are cho-

sen in order to get an approximation with a given order
of accuracy q ∈ N+. When some pairs of Hamiltonian
in (Ĥi)i=1,··· ,Nop

do not commute, the splitting induces
a numerical error O(∆tq), where the value of q can be
improved to arbitrary order [45].

Such a decomposition is useful when all expressions of
the form eitHj

∣∣
j=1,··· ,Nop

can be evaluated explicitly. In

principle, any decomposition can be utilized but some are
particularly more convenient than others. In this work,
and for reasons that will become clear later, the following
decomposition is used [35–37]:

Ĥ1 = Ĥx = −icαx∂x, (9)

Ĥ2 = Ĥy = −icαy∂y, (10)

Ĥ3 = Ĥz = −icαz∂z, (11)

Ĥ4 = Ĥm = βmc2, (12)

Ĥ5 = ĤV (t) = eI4V (x, t) (13)

Ĥ6 = ĤA(t) = −eα ·A(t). (14)

This corresponds to an Alternate Direction Iteration
(ADI) technique whereby each direction is treated in-
dependently. Then, the following scheme with a second
order accuracy can be obtained:

ψ(tn+1) = e−i∆tT e−i∆tĤA(tn)e−i∆tĤV (tn)e−i∆tĤm

× e−i∆tĤze−i∆tĤye−i∆tĤxψ(tn) +O(∆t2),

= QA(tn,∆t)QV (tn,∆t)Qm(∆t)

×Qz(∆t)Qy(∆t)Qx(∆t)ψ(tn) +O(∆t2), (15)

where

Qa(∆t)|a=x,y,z := e−c∆tαa∂a , (16)

Qm(∆t) := e−i∆tβmc
2

, (17)

QV (t,∆t) := e−i∆t(eI4V (x,t)), (18)

QA(t,∆t) := eie∆tα·A(t). (19)

This scheme can be improved to third and higher order
accuracy by making use of a symmetric decomposition
[35, 36, 45]. The results for higher order are given in Ap-
pendix A. This decomposition is very convenient because
the effect of each operator Qi can be obtained exactly.
For a = x, y, z, we define the following unitary operators:

Sa :=
1√
2

(β + αa). (20)

These operators transform the Dirac matrices to a
Majorana-like representation, where the matrix α̃a =
S†aαaSa = β is diagonal, with eigenvalues ±1. By ex-
panding the exponential in Qa and introducing unit ma-
trices in the form of SaS

†
a = I, we get

Qa = SaTaS
†
a, (21)

where

Ta(∆t) = e−c∆tβ∂a , (22)

is a translation operator along the direction a. The latter
shifts the φ and χ spinor components by ∓c∆t, respec-
tively. Using this result, the time evolution of the wave
function is written as a sequence of unitary operators.
For the first order splitting, it yields

ψ(tn+1) = QA(tn,∆t)QV (tn,∆t)Qm(∆t)
[
SzTz(∆t)S

−1
z

]
×
[
SyTy(∆t)S−1

y

] [
SxTx(∆t)S−1

x

]
ψ(tn). (23)

Eqs. (23) is the most important result of this section, giv-
ing an approximation of the time evolution operator valid
for small ∆t. Again, this can be generalized to higher or-
der schemes, as shown in Appendix A. This completes
the discussion of the time discretization.

B. Space discretization

In the last section, the time discretization of the wave
function was described and the time evolution was given
as a sequence of unitary operations. However, to store
the values of the wave function on a classical or quantum
computer, the space also needs to be discretized. To be
consistent with the time discretization, it is convenient
to use P0 type elements where the value of the wave func-
tion is constant within each volume [35]. Therefore, the
space domain is discretized in cubic elements with edges
of length ` = ∆x = ∆y = ∆z. The projection of the wave
function on this grid, the discretized wave function ψ`,
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can then be written as a tensor product of basis functions
expressed as

ψ`(t,x) =

Nx∑
i=1

Ny∑
j=1

Nz∑
k=1

1i(x)1j(y)1k(z)ψ(t, x̃i,j,k), (24)

where Nx, Ny, Nz is the total number of intervals in each
direction and ψ` is the discretized wave-function. The
basis functions 1i(x),1j(y),1k(z) have a value of 1 in the
i, j, k interval, respectively, and a value of zero outside.
Finally, x̃i,j,k is the vector pointing to the centroid of
each volume element. It is defined as

x̃i,j,k =

(
xmin + (i+

1

2
)`, ymin + (j +

1

2
)`,

zmin + (k +
1

2
)`

)
(25)

where xmin, ymin, zmin are the lower domain boundary co-
ordinates.

The normalization condition then becomes∫
d3xψ†` (t,x)ψ`(t,x) = 1, (26)

which is written as

`3
Nx∑
i=1

Ny∑
j=1

Nz∑
k=1

ψ†(t, x̃i,j,k)ψ(t, x̃i,j,k) = 1, (27)

once it is discretized. Thus, the amplitudes should obey
|ψ(t, x̄i,j,k)| ≤ 1

`
3
2

and therefore, can be mapped easily on

the finite interval [0, 1]. This feature will be important in
the next section where the mapping of the wave function
on qubits is discussed.

To keep the exactness of each step in the splitting,
there is another important condition that needs to be
fulfilled: the time step should be related to the space
step as

c∆t = N∗`, (28)

where N∗ = 1
2 , 1,

3
2 , 2, ... can be any half-integer. In prac-

tice however, one chooses the smallest value as possible
to preserve the efficiency of the numerical scheme. Eq.
(28) is a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition [46].

The value of N∗ also modifies the dispersion relation
of the numerical scheme. The latter can be evaluated
for the free Dirac equation from the split operator ap-
proximation of the evolution operator, which takes the
form

ψ(tn+1) = U(∆t,−i∇)ψ(tn), (29)

where U(∆t,−i∇) is an approximation of the evolution
operator to some order. Here, U evolves the wave func-
tion according to the free massless Dirac equation and
therefore, is a product of operators Qx,y,z(∆t). Then,
a Von Neumann analysis can be performed as in Ref.

[29]. The solution is assumed to be a plane wave as
ψ(tn) = e−iEt+ip·x, leading to

e−iE∆t = U(∆t,p). (30)

Diagonalizing U(∆t,p), the dispersion relation is given
by

E∆t = i ln [λi(∆t,p)] |i=1,··· ,4, (31)

where λi(∆t,p)|i=1,··· ,4 are the eigenvalues of the matrix
U(∆t,p). The relation between the energy and momenta
is an intricate analytical formula, which is not given here
for simplicity. It can be evaluated numerically however.
From these results, it can be shown in 1-D (px = py = 0)
and 2-D (px = 0) that for the value N∗ = 1

2 , the scheme
is free of the fermion doubling problem, i.e. zeroes of the
dispersion relation in the first Brillouin zone. Then, the
dispersion relation closely resembles that of the contin-
uum, given by E = |p| in the free massless case. For
other cases (in 3-D for instance), doublers may appear.
As a consequence, only the low momentum mode propa-
gation will be correctly described. The effect of the dis-
persion relation however can be mitigated by increasing
the number of lattice points. Another way to circum-
vent the fermion doubling problem in 3-D is by using the
reservoir method [47, 48]. This allows for using different
values of CFL conditions, such as N∗ = 1/4. For this
value, the fermion doubling does not arise in the second
order scheme.

The CFL condition in Eq. (28) guarantees that the
translation operators appearing in Eq. (22) can be
treated exactly once they are discretized [35]. In prin-
ciple, other value of N∗ could be used in conjunction
with other discretization scheme, but this would induce
numerical diffusion which would deteriorate the solution.

Using the CFL condition, the time evolution of the
discretized wave function is written as (here, the light
velocity is set to c = 1)

ψ`(tn+1) = QA (tn,∆t)QV (tn,∆t)Qm (∆t)

×
[
SzTz(N

∗`)S−1
z

] [
SyTy(N∗`)S−1

y

]
×
[
SxTx(N∗`)S−1

x

]
ψ`(tn). (32)

Similar expressions can be obtained for higher order
schemes (see Appendix A).

The outcome of applying a translation operator
Ta(N∗`) is a translation of the value of the wave func-
tion from one mesh point to the N∗’th neighbour (the
N∗ = 1/2 corresponds to a time staggered mesh) in di-
rection a = x, y, z. For the chosen CFL condition, this
operation is performed exactly on the lattice: in partic-
ular, there is no approximation of the derivative.

This completes the description of the numerical scheme
to solve the time-dependent Dirac equation. Of course,
this can be implemented on a classical computer and it
was shown that it has some important properties: in
particular, it can be parallelized very efficiently [36]. In
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the next sections, the implementation of this scheme on
quantum computers is discussed.

It should also be noted that the algorithm described
in Eq. (32) can be seen as a generalization in 3-D of
the Feynman checkerboard 1-D model [49], which was
obtained from a path integral technique. Following the
argument presented in this section, the latter can be seen
as a natural consequence of the operator splitting approx-
imation and the operator decomposition in Eqs. (9) to
(14), along with the CFL condition in Eq. (28).

In principle, higher order schemes with a better accu-
racy can be found. However, for q > 3 most of them uses

irrational or complex values for s
(k)
i [50, 51]. Because

our scheme includes streaming steps which translate the
value of the wave function on the grid, such splitting can-
not be used consistently to increase the order of accuracy
of the Dirac solution because the translation step will not
be exact and will induce numerical diffusion. Rather, a

splitting where the parameters s
(k)
i are rational numbers

and where every s
(k)
i is a multiple of the smallest one is

required. Examples of higher order schemes are discussed
in Appendix A.

III. QUANTUM IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
SPLIT-OPERATOR SCHEME

The quantum implementation of the split-operator
method discussed in the last section requires two main
features: a mapping of the wave function on a quantum
register and a mapping of unitary operators on quantum
gates. For the mapping of the wave function, the stan-
dard method pioneered by Zalka and Wiesner for non-
relativistic quantum mechanics [52–54] is employed and
described in the next section. This technique has al-
ready been extended to develop quantum algorithms for
the simulation of quantum systems in physics and chem-
istry [55–58]. The mapping of unitary operators proceeds
by using the analogy with quantum walks.

A. Mapping of the wave function on qubits

This section is devoted to the mapping of the dis-
cretized wave function on qubits. This is required to
implement the algorithm on a quantum computer: the
qubits will serve as a quantum register to store the wave
function, as described in [53, 54].

The general state of n qubits |ψn〉 is a vector in the
Hilbert space Hn :=

⊗n
1 H1 with a dimension 2n. This

state can be written as

|ψn〉 =

1∑
s1=0

· · ·
1∑

sn=0

αs1···sn

n⊗
l=1

|sl〉, (33)

where αs1···sn are complex coefficients. Here, the sub-
scripts labelling the coefficients s1 · · · sn are binary num-
bers. These coefficients are bounded by the following

normalization condition:

1∑
s1=0

· · ·
1∑

sn=0

|αs1···sn |2 = 1, (34)

obtained by setting the norm to 〈ψn|ψn〉 = 1 and provid-
ing a probability interpretation of the wave function.

To map the Dirac wave function on the qubits wave
function, it is convenient to partition the Hilbert space
in four parts as Hn = HS ⊗Hnx ⊗Hny ⊗Hnz . The first
Hilbert space HS = H2 serves to label the spinor degrees
of freedom. Because there are four spinor components,
two qubits are reserved for this role. The other qubits will
be used as quantum registers for the space dependence
of the wave function. Then, the state of the quantum
register is written as

|ψn〉 =

1∑
s1,s2=0

1∑
{s(x)}=0

1∑
{s(y)}=0

1∑
{s(z)}=0

× αs1,s2,{s(x)},{s(y)},{s(z)}

× |s1〉 ⊗ |s2〉
nx⊗
lx=1

|slx〉,
ny⊗
ly=1

|sly 〉
nz⊗
lz=1

|slz 〉, (35)

where {s(a)} := s
(a)
1 · · · s

(a)
na is the set of all qubits that

label the space dependent part of the wave function in the
coordinate a = x, y, z. This equation can be re-written
as

|ψn〉 =

4∑
S=1

Nx∑
i=1

Ny∑
j=1

Nz∑
k=1

αS,i,j,k|S〉 ⊗ |i, j, k〉, (36)

where nx + ny + nz = n − 2 and Nx,y,z = 2nx,y,z . Here,
we have redefined the coefficient subscripts as

(i− 1)10 := (s
(x)
1 · · · s(x)

nx )2, (37)

(j − 1)10 := (s
(y)
1 · · · s(y)

ny )2, (38)

(k − 1)10 := (s
(z)
1 · · · s(z)

nz )2, (39)

where the notation (b)nb stands for the number b ex-
pressed in base nb. Also, the first qubit labels whether
the spinor component is a large or small component,
while the second labels the component itself. Thus, we
have

|S〉 := |s1〉 ⊗ |s2〉, (40)

where s1 = φ, χ and s2 = 1, 2.
This section is concluded with the mapping between

the discretized wave function and qubits which can be
written as

1i(x) 7→ |i〉, (41)

1j(y) 7→ |j〉, (42)

1k(z) 7→ |k〉, (43)

`
3
2ψS(t, x̃i,j,k) 7→ αS,i,j,k. (44)
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Sa

|s1〉 H

=

|s2〉 σa σa

FIG. 1. Circuit diagram for the rotation operator in spinor
space. The other qubits of the register (|i〉, |j〉, |k〉) are not
modified by this transformation.

In other words, there are n − 2 qubits utilized to label
the space degree of freedom and to replace the basis func-
tions. In each space dimension, there are nx,y,z qubits,
allowing to store Nx,y,z discretization points. Moreover,

the wave function needs to be scaled by `
3
2 to have the

same norm as qubits (see Eq. (27)).

B. Numerical scheme as a conditional quantum
walk

The numerical scheme obtained to solve the Dirac
equation has three types of operator: rotation operators
in spin space Sa, translation operators Ta and mass-like
local operators Qm, QV and QA. Their mapping on a
quantum computer is now discussed.

1. Rotation operator in spinor space

The rotation operator is given in Eq. (20) and is ex-
pressed in terms of Dirac matrices. Therefore, it operates
in spinor space only and as a consequence, the equivalent
operator in the qubit Hilbert space is different from the
identity only for the spinor subspaceHS . In this subspace
and in the computational basis, the rotation matrices are
given by

Sa :=
1√
2

[
I2 σa
σa −I2

]
. (45)

Thus, the rotation operators are represented by 2-qubits
gates acting on the first two qubits. The last matrix can
be decomposed as

Sa = C(σa)(H ⊗ I2)C(σa), (46)

where H is the Hadamard gate while C(σa) is the
controlled-σa gate. The equivalent quantum circuit is
displayed in Fig. 1.

2. Translation operator: quantum walk

The translation operators induce a general quantum
walk [38] because Ta translates the small or large spinor
components by l step. Therefore, on the qubit Hilbert

I

· · · ...

=

σx

D

· · · ...

=

σx

FIG. 2. Circuit diagram for the increment and decrement op-
erator acting on qubits storing the data for a given dimension
(the set of na qubit). This implementation is borrowed from
[60].

space, they can be defined as a conditional shift operator
as [59]

Tx|φ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i, j, k〉 = |φ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i	 l, j, k〉, (47)

Tx|χ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i, j, k〉 = |χ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i⊕ l, j, k〉, (48)

Ty|φ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i, j, k〉 = |φ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i, j 	 l, k〉, (49)

Ty|χ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i, j, k〉 = |χ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i, j ⊕ l, k〉, (50)

Tz|φ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i, j, k〉 = |φ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i, j, k 	 l〉, (51)

Tz|χ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i, j, k〉 = |χ〉 ⊗ |s2〉 ⊗ |i, j, k ⊕ l〉. (52)

The first qubit controls the shift because it determines
which of the large or small component gets translated:
the large component is shifted upward while the small
component is shifted downward. These operations can
be represented and decomposed efficiently into quantum
gates by using controlled increment and decrement oper-
ators where the control is on the qubit |s1〉, determining
which of the small or large component is shifted. The
shift can be performed by using a set of controlled gates
on qubits [60], as displayed in Fig. 2. The full controlled
shifting operation induced by the operator Ta is depicted
in Fig. 4.
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3. Local mass-like operators

The evolution of the wave function by one time step
requires the application of local operators Qm, QV and
QA. These operators are responsible for the mass term,
the scalar potential term and the coupling of the fermion
to an homogeneous electromagnetic field, respectively.

The mass operator is simply given by

Qm(∆t) = e−iβ∆tmc2 . (53)

This operator is uniformly applied on all positions.
Therefore, on the quantum register, it can be represented
by

Qm(∆t) = Rz(2mc
2∆t)⊗ I2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ I2 (54)

where Rz(θ) := e−i
θ
2σz is the rotation operator. The

rotation is applied on the qubit |s1〉, as displayed in Fig.
4.

The second local operator, responsible for the electro-
magnetic potential, requires slightly more work. First, a
transformation has to be applied to change the represen-
tation of Dirac matrices:

QA(t,∆t) = (H ⊗ I2)Q̃A(t,∆t)(H ⊗ I2), (55)

where H is again the Hadamard matrix. This transfor-
mation allows one to write the Dirac matrices as

αa = (H ⊗ I2)α̃a(H ⊗ I2), (56)

where the Dirac matrices (α̃a)a=x,y,z are now expressed
in the Weyl (or chiral) representation. This representa-
tion is given by

α̃a =

[
σa 0
0 −σa

]
. (57)

As a consequence, the local operator is also expressed in
Weyl representation as

Q̃A(t,∆t) := ei∆t(eα̃·A(t)), (58)

=

[
Q†A 0
0 QA,

]
, (59)

where QA(t,∆t) := e−ie∆tσ·A(t). The operator QA can
then be implemented as a sequence of two controlled
quantum gates and Hadamard gates, as displayed in Fig.
3.

The last step of the quantum implementation of lo-
cal operators is the decomposition of the matrix QA ∈
SU(2). As noted in Ref. [38], QA is expressed in the
canonical representation of the SU(2) group obtained by
the exponential mapping of the Lie algebra:

QA(t,∆t) = I2 cos(|A(t)|∆t)− iσ ·A(t)

|A(t)|
sin(|A(t)|∆t),

(60)

where |A(t)| =
√
A2
x(t) +A2

y(t) +A2
z(t). This represen-

tation does not have a direct quantum gates decompo-
sition. Rather, the Euler-angle parametrization is much
more convenient because it can be decomposed in three
rotation operators. Therefore, it is possible to write

QA(t,∆t) = Rz(δ)Ry(θ)Rz(ξ), (61)

where Ra(θ′) := e−iσa
θ′
2 is a rotation operator and

δ, θ, ξ ∈ R are three rotation parameters. To complete
the connection between the two representations, these
parameters have to be linked to the three parameters
characterizing the canonical representation. Using Eqs.
(60) and (61), it is possible to show that [38]

δ = arctan

[
Az(t)

|A(t)|
tan (|A(t)|∆t)

]
− arctan

[
Ax(t)

Ay(t)

]
,

(62)

ξ = arctan

[
Az(t)

|A(t)|
tan (|A(t)|∆t)

]
+ arctan

[
Ax(t)

Ay(t)

]
,

(63)

θ = 2 arccos

cos (|A(t)|∆t)

cos
(
ξ+δ

2

)
 . (64)

This gives the gate decomposition given at the bottom
of Fig. 3. If the vector potential is space dependent to
accommodate for a magnetic potential, the circuit has
to be modified by adding uniformly controlled gates (see
Appendix B).

The last local operator QV is a space-dependent phase
operation, similar to the one found for the simulation of
the single-particle Schrödinger equation [53, 61]. When
translation invariance is imposed and the scalar potential
does not depend on space, this operator can be omitted
altogether because it becomes a global phase. However,
if the potential has space dependence, it has to be con-
sidered explicitly but the details of the quantum imple-
mentation depends on its functional form. The quantum
evaluation of QV is thus an oracle call. Because it does
not mix spinor components nor change their signs and
amplitudes, a general QV will be decomposed using gates
acting on the subspace Hnx ⊗Hny ⊗Hnz , as displayed in
Fig. 4. It is not possible to implement a generic V (x, t)
because this entails the usage of diagonal unitary oper-
ators, which require an exponential number of O(2n+1)
quantum gates [62]. Nevertheless, some physically rele-
vant potentials can be implemented efficiently. For ex-
ample, polynomial potentials of a given order k can be
implemented in O(nk) operations [61] while an efficient
gate count for the Coulomb potential can be found [58].

When the electromagnetic field is homogeneous, it
is also possible to consider a gauge in which the vec-
tor potential is A(t) = 0 while the scalar potential is
V (x, t) = −x ·E(t). In this case, the operator QA is not
needed but the number of operations to implement the
linear function in the scalar potential is poly(nx, ny, nz).
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|s1〉 H H

|s2〉 QA Q†
A

|s1〉 H H

|s2〉 Rz(ξ) Ry(θ) Rz(δ) R†
z(ξ) R†

y(θ) R†
z(δ)

FIG. 3. Circuit diagram that implements the local operator QA. The bottom picture displays explicitly the decomposition of
the matrices QA and Q†A, appearing in the top picture.

Conversely, in the temporal gauge (V (x, t) = 0), the vec-
tor potential is space independent and thus, the number
of quantum gates is independent of the number of lattice
points. As a consequence, the latter case will require less
quantum operations and will be more efficient.

C. Complexity analysis of the algorithm

The full time evolution for the second order accuracy
scheme (the third order is a straightforward extension)
is displayed in Fig. 4. The first three groups of four
gates implement the quantum walk part while the last
two gates are local collision operators. As demonstrated
in the following, this quantum algorithm is efficient be-
cause it scales like poly(n).

The number of operations for the application of rota-
tion operators and local operators is constant and does
not augment as the number of lattice points is increased,
except for the oracle QV . However, as discussed earlier,
physically relevant potentials can be implemented effi-
ciently using poly(n) number of gates. To preserve the
efficiency of the algorithm, only this type of potentials is
considered.

The computational complexity for the increment and
decrement operators is now discussed. Classically, they
can be implemented by using Na − 1 (here, a = x, y, z)
SWAP operations and therefore, they have a linear classical
scaling with the number of lattice points.

On the other hand, the quantum implementation of the
increment and decrement operators can be expressed in
terms of one- and two-qubits gates taken from a universal
set. It was demonstrated that a generalized CNOT gate, as
the ones appearing in the increment and decrement op-
erators, can be simulated by O(na) basic operations [63].
However, to generate the quantum walk, one needs na−1
of these gates, plus one σx gate. Therefore, the number of
operations required should scale like O(n2

a) = poly(na),
for any coordinate. Then, for Na lattice points in a
given dimension a, the number of operations scales like
O(log2

2Na) = O(n2
a). This corresponds to an exponential

speedup of the quantum computation, in comparison to
the classical case, for the increment and decrement parts.

It also proves that the time evolution of the wave func-
tion displayed in Fig. 4 can be simulated with a number
of gates Ngate obeying Ngate = poly(nx, ny, nz). This
is exponentially better than the classical implementation
which scales like Nop = poly(Nx, Ny, Nz). The asymp-
totic scaling behavior of the Dirac evolution algorithm
will be demonstrated explicitly in Section IV. Of course,
after Nt time iterations, the number of quantum gates
becomes Ngate(N) = Ntpoly(nx, ny, nz). Then, follow-
ing Refs. [64, 65], the quantum speedup S1(N) is defined
as S1(N) = limN→∞Nop(N)/Ngate(N). Therefore, our
quantum algorithm has an exponential speedup over its
classical counterpart.

The previous estimates and comparisons are performed
for a fixed numerical error ε, which takes the same
value in the quantum and classical implementations. In
both cases, the error decreases polynomially with the
number of lattice points because the time and space
steps are related by the CFL condition, implying that
Nt = O(N), where N := NxNyNz is the total num-
ber of discretization points. Then, assuming that the
operators in the splitting are smooth enough and that
the norm of the operator exponentials are bounded by
one [66], the error after Nt iterations scales like ε =

O(Nt∆t
q) = O(1/Nq−1

t ) = O(1/Nq−1). Using these
results, the number of gates scales like Ngate(N) =
Npoly(log2(Nx), log2(Ny), log2(Nz)) while in the classi-
cal case, we have Nop(N) = Npoly(Nx, Ny, Nz). In
terms of the precision, we get (as ε→ 0)

Ngate(ε) = ε−
1
q−1 poly

[
log2

(
ε−

1
q−1

)]
, (65)

for the quantum algorithm while in the classical case, one
gets that

Nop(ε) = ε−
1
q−1 poly

[
ε−

1
q−1

]
. (66)

Therefore, even if the CFL condition links the time
and space steps, the algorithm has a strong exponen-
tial speedup, defined as S2(N) = limε→0Nop(ε)/Ngate(ε)
[64]. The advantage of the quantum approach will be
exhibited explicitly in Section IV where a gate decompo-
sition of the algorithm will be presented.
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Sx Sx Sy Sy Sz Sz QA

I D

I D

I D

QV

|s1〉 Qm

|s2〉

|i1〉

...

|inx〉

|j1〉

...

|jny 〉

|k1〉

...

|knz 〉

FIG. 4. Circuit diagram that evolves the wave function by one time step. The details of the spin rotation gates Ha|a=x,y,z are
given in Fig. 1 and Eqs. (46). The increment and decrement operators I/D are detailed in Fig. 2 and Eqs. (47) to (52). The
mass operator Qm is given in Eq. (54). Finally, the operator QA is displayed in Fig. 3 and is explicitly written in Eqs. (58)
to (63).

D. Initialization of the quantum register

Before utilizing the quantum algorithm described in
previous section, the quantum register has to be initial-
ized to a physically relevant state ψS,init(x). This is per-
formed by setting the coefficients αS,i,j,k that encode the
wave function, to some properly chosen value. This can
be a challenge because initializing general states require
diagonal unitary operations. As demonstrated in Ap-
pendix C, the quantum gate decomposition for the ini-
tialization of a general wave function is given in terms of
uniformly controlled gates. The optimal number of gates
required to carry these operations scales like O(2n+1)
[62, 67, 68], which will obliterate the performance of the
quantum time-evolution algorithm. However, this tech-
nique can be useful to simulate elementary quantum sys-
tems [61].

For many physical applications, it is enough to start
the simulation with an eigenstate of some static potential
instead of some general state [69]. In this case, the phase-
estimation method can be employed and can be imple-
mented efficiently under some conditions [58, 70, 71].
This procedure allows for the determination of both the
eigenvalues and eigenstates. However, it requires many
ancilla qubits to have enough energy resolution. The
number of ancilla qubits can be reduced significantly by
a filtering technique inspired from the Feit-Fleck method
[72]. The latter is described in Appendix D.

IV. RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS AND
FEASIBILITY

The circuit depth (number of gates) and width (the
number of required ancilla qubits) for the quantum Dirac
solver is now determined by using Quipper to perform
an explicit gate decomposition [73]. Quipper is a func-
tional scalable quantum programming language capa-
ble of, among other things, translating intricate quan-
tum algorithms and circuits into sequences of elementary
gates from a given universal set. Moreover, it includes
many functions to specify and manipulate quantum cir-
cuits. Therefore, it is an efficient and convenient tool
for the concrete determination of quantum resource re-
quirements of a given quantum algorithm. As a matter
of fact, it has been utilized to analyze the resource re-
quirement for some common quantum algorithms such
as the quantum linear system algorithm [74] and oth-
ers [73, 75]. Here, the feasibility of the implementation
of the Dirac solver on actual quantum computers, for a
proof-of-principle calculation, is assessed with this tool.

In the following results, an idealized quantum com-
puter is assumed where all the quantum operations are
carried without error. In a real device, some errors could
be occurring due to noise coming from the interaction
with the environment. These errors can be compensated
by error correcting algorithms but this demands for more
resources. In this sense, the results given in the following
are lower bound estimate for real calculations.

The algorithm given in Section III and more precisely,
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the part for the time evolution displayed in Fig. 4, is
coded in Quipper. For simplicity and because it depends
on the physical system studied, a vanishing scalar po-
tential is assumed (V (x, t) = 0). The contribution of
this oracle can be evaluated independently for specific
applications. The quantum gates in the Dirac solver al-
gorithm are decomposed into a standard universal set of
gates comprising the Hadamard (H), the Clifford (S), the
π
8 -phase (T) and the controlled-not (CNOT) gates. Here-
inafter, these gates will be denoted as fundamental quan-
tum gates. These gates are then used to approximate all
the logical gates in our algorithm. For rotation gates
appearing in mass operators, a numerical precision is re-
quired and is set to 10 digits. Of course, a higher pre-
cision will entail a larger number of fundamental gates.
The value of the vector potential is set to an arbitrary
value while the time step is set to ∆t = 0.0001, although
the explicit value of ∆t does not have a large effect on
the gate count.

The results for the circuit depth as a function of the
number of qubits are displayed in Fig. 5. The number of
gates is obtained from the decomposition into the funda-
mental set of gates while the number of qubits displayed
in the figure corresponds to nx, i.e. the number of qubits
used to store the wave function x-coordinates. It is as-
sumed that nx = ny = nz. Moreover, the evaluation
of multi-controlled gates in the increment and decrement
operators requires nx ancilla qubits, making for a circuit
width (total number of qubits) of ntotal = 4nx + 2.

It is verified by fitting the data in Fig. 5 with a poly-
nomial that for a large number of qubits (nx & 10),
the number of gates increases quadratically. This con-
firms the complexity analysis and the asymptotic behav-
ior given in Section III C. For nx . 10, the dependence
is close to a linear behavior. For any number of quan-
tum qubits, there is a given number of quantum gates re-
served for the local mass operators. In particular the gate
Qm(∆t) requires 245 fundamental quantum gates while
the QA necessitates 3330 fundamental quantum gates.
If desired, the circuit depth for these gates could be re-
duced by decreasing the precision for the approximation
of rotation operators.

The maximum number of qubits considered in this
analysis is nx = 100 (ntotal = 402), corresponding to
a simulation with a lattice of size Nx = Ny = Nz =
1.27 × 1030. This is much higher than the number of
lattice points any classical computer can accommodate.
Moreover, assuming that the number of classical oper-
ations is linear with the number of lattice points (see
Section III C), the total number of operations on a clas-
sical computer would reach ∼ 1090, which is many orders
of magnitude higher than on a quantum computer, which
necessitates ∼ 106 quantum gates. State of the art clas-
sical simulations of the Dirac equation could use lattice
with a size Nx = Ny = Nz = 1024 [36], requiring approx-
imately ∼ 109 operations. In comparison, our quantum
algorithm would need nx = 10 (ntotal = 42) and 12773
quantum gates, which is five orders of magnitude below.
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FIG. 5. The circuit depth (number of gates) required to evolve
the wave function by one time step as a function of the number
of qubits. The number of qubits corresponds to nx. It is
assumed that nx = ny = nz. The circuit width required is
then given by ntotal = 4nx + 2.

These comparisons clearly attest to the advantage of the
quantum computer over the classical computer.

However, actual quantum devices are limited in the
number of qubits and the number of gates they can ap-
ply on the quantum register. The maximum number of
entangled qubits is ∼ 14 [76] while the maximum number
of gates (quality factor) reaches ∼ 104 [77]. Combining
a high quality factor along with using a large number
of qubits is a challenging experimental problem. Never-
theless, digital quantum computing has been conducted
on various devices. For example, it has been accom-
plished with a superconducting circuit using nine qubits
and ≈ 1000 quantum logic gates [78–80]. Trapped ions
have also been considered, where ≈ 100 quantum logic
gates on six qubits have been achieved [81]. Finally, cir-
cuit quantum electrodynamics has been utilized to sim-
ulate quantum interacting spin models using two qubits
[82].

Given these limitations, we now try to find some pa-
rameters which could allow for a proof-of-principle sim-
ulation. The simplest system that can be studied is the
massless (m = 0) 1-D electron. In this case, there are
no rotation operators, reducing the relative number of
operation significantly for low number of qubits. The
mass term can be included, adding 130 gates (using a
precision of 5 digits) to the massless case. In 1-D, two
spinor components become redundant and can be dis-
carded, also reducing the number of qubit by one [38].
The resource requirements for this system are given in
Table I for many lattice sizes. Clearly, the lattice size
that can be simulated on actual quantum computer is
relatively small compared to classical calculations. More
importantly however is the number of time steps which
can be simulated, on the order of ∼10-25 for lattice size
of 16-32 points. This is much lower than the number
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of time steps usually required in classical simulations,
which reaches 1000-10000 time steps for much larger lat-
tice sizes [36]. Advancing the wave function by 10-25 time
steps may be enough for a proof-of-principle calculation
using present day technologies, but this is not sufficient
for conducting physically relevant calculations. It also
demonstrates that quantum computers are still far from
outperforming classical calculations.

TABLE I. Minimal resource requirements for simulating the
1-D massless Dirac equation on an actual quantum computer
device. With the mass term, the circuit depth increases by
130 gates.

nz Circuit depth Circuit width Nz

2 60 3 4

3 182 5 8

4 376 7 16

5 642 9 32

6 980 11 64

7 1390 13 128

It may be possible to implement our numerical scheme
on quantum computing devices based on superconduct-
ing circuits. As mentioned earlier, this kind of quantum
computer has been used successfully to perform digital
quantum calculations [78–80]. Using Quipper, our algo-
rithm can be decomposed into a sequence of quantum
logic gates, which can be implemented on superconduct-
ing circuits computers as a sequence of electric pulses.
The gate decomposition of one time step for nz = 3 of
the 1-D massive Dirac equation (see Table I) is given in
Supplementary Material. The decomposition yields 72 H,
92 S, 94 T and 50 CNOT gates, for a total of 308 gates and
a quantum register of 5 qubits. These operations can be
carried on a superconducting circuits quantum computer.
Assuming the number of operations for the initialization
is low enough, a few time steps could be performed.

V. CONCLUSION

The analysis presented in this article have demon-
strated that it is possible to solve the discrete Dirac
equation efficiently on a quantum computer, including
the initialization of the quantum register to an eigenstate
of a static potential, under some conditions. Therefore,
the technique presented in this article could be used to
simulate important problems requiring a time-dependent
solution of the Dirac equation such as pair production in
Schwinger-like processes [83] or the dynamics of charge
carriers in graphene [84], for example.

An explicit gate decomposition was carried out to eval-
uate the resource requirements and the feasibility of sim-
ulating relativistic quantum dynamics with actual quan-
tum devices. It was demonstrated that the coherence
time of existing quantum computers may allow for the

evaluation of a few time iterations. Therefore, proof-of-
principle calculations may be performed in the short term
but a physically relevant calculation clearly necessitates
much improvement in both the coherence time and in the
number of qubits of quantum registers.

In this work, general electromagnetic fields have not
been considered. General potentials entails diagonal op-
erations which are similar to those found in Figs. 7 - 8 of
Appendix C. These necessitates an exponential number
of gates, killing the performance of the quantum algo-
rithm. Rather, we examined the possibility of having
electromagnetic field with a vanishing magnetic field. As
argued previously, for a large class of scalar potential,
these can be included efficiently. In principle, a mag-
netic field could also be included by making the vector
potential A space-dependent. The quantum circuit that
implements this effect is shown in Appendix B. A general
magnetic field requires an exponential number of gates,
but as for the scalar potential, there may be special cases
where it could be implemented in a logarithmic number
of gates. Then, the translation invariance requirement
can be relaxed completely. A thorough study of poten-
tials implementable with a logarithmic number of gates
is out of scope of this article, but would deserve more
investigation.

A possible extension of this work is for the Dirac equa-
tion in curved space time. It has been demonstrated in
Ref. [41, 85] that the continuum limit of a certain class
of space-dependent quantum walks reduces to the mass-
less Dirac equation in a gravitational field. Then, it is
plausible that the techniques presented in this article,
also based on the analogy between quantum walks and
the Dirac equation, could be applied to the gravitational
case.

Finally, it would be interesting to look at the possibil-
ity of simulating the Dirac equation by combining both
analog and digital approaches, as proposed in Ref. [86].
Trapped ion quantum computers seems particularly suit-
able for this task, given that their quantum dynamics is
analogous to the free part of the Dirac equation [7, 8]. It
may be possible to take advantage of this, while keeping
some aspects of the scheme given in this article, to ob-
tain a more efficient algorithm. This is presently under
investigation.
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Appendix A: Higher order schemes

An operator splitting scheme with a third order accu-
racy is given by [35, 36, 45]:

ψ(tn+1) = e−i
∆t
2 T e−i

∆t
2 Ĥxe−i

∆t
2 Ĥye−i

∆t
2 Ĥze−i

∆t
2 Ĥm

× e−i∆t
2 ĤV (tn)e−i

∆t
2 ĤA(tn)e−i
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∆t
2 ĤV (tn)
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2 Ĥme−i

∆t
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2 T ψ(tn)
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Using the same strategy as for the second order scheme
and the same type of discretization yields
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An m’th order splitting can be obtained from the
m − 1’th order splitting using Suzuki’s iterative scheme
[87]. The latter states that the m’th order approximant
Fm(∆t), which yields an error as O(∆tm+1), is given in
terms of the m− 1’th order approximant as

Fm(∆t) = Fm−1(p1∆t) · · ·Fm−1(pr∆t), (A3)

where r ∈ N+ while the parameters p1, · · · , pr ∈ C are
constrained by the following equations:

r∑
i=1

pi = 1 ,

r∑
i=1

pmi = 0. (A4)

The value of r is chosen arbitrarily, but in practice, it
is important to use the smallest value of r as possible

to reduce the number of operations. For a given r, the
solution of Eq. (A4) is not necessarily unique: the best
choice then is essentially a matter of convenience.

TABLE II. Possible rational splittings schemes for m = 3 with
an accuracy O(∆t4).

r p̃1 p̃2 p̃3 p̃4 p̃5 p̃6 p̃7 p̃8 p̃9

7 6 6 6 3 3 3 -2

8 6 4 4 4 3 3 -2 -12

9 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 -3

9 6 6 6 3 3 3 2 -2 -2

9 6 6 6 3 3 3 3 -2 -3

9 12 6 6 6 3 3 3 -2 -12

To obtain a splitting where the parameters pi are ratio-
nal numbers and where every pi is a multiple of the small-
est one, it is convenient to define p̃i = 1/pi for i = 1, · · · r.
Then, the splitting we are looking for should obey the fol-
lowing conditions:

(p̃i)i=1,··· ,r ∈ N,
(pi = nipj)i=1,··· ,j−1,j+1,··· ,r, ni ∈ N

for pj ≤ (pi)i=1,··· ,j−1,j+1,··· ,r,∑r
i=1

∏r
j=1 p̃j

p̃i
=
∏r
i=1 p̃i,∑r

i=1

∏r
j=1 p̃

m
j

p̃mi
= 0.

(A5)

This system of equation is challenging to solve for large
m and r. For m = 3, solutions shown in Table II can be
found by a systematic searching algorithm. There is no
solution for r < 7.

Appendix B: Quantum circuit for the inclusion of a
magnetic field

When a magnetic field is included, the vector poten-
tial A depends on both time and space. In this case,
the decomposition in Eq. (61) still holds but then, the
rotation angles in Eqs. (62) to (64) depends on space
as δi,j,k, ξi,j,k and θi,j,k. The space dependence can be
introduced by using uniformly controlled gates, as dis-
played in Fig. 6. Such circuit are not efficient for general
space dependence because they require NxNyNz multi-
controlled gates. However, it may be possible to find spe-
cial cases where the vector potential can be implemented
in poly(nx, ny, nz).

Appendix C: General initial states

The initialization for an initial state corresponds to the
following mapping (here given for one arbitrary spinor
component ψS):
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|s1〉 H H

|s2〉 QA Q†
A

...

FIG. 6. Quantum circuit for the inclusion of a magnetic field.

1

2
n
2


1

1
...

1

→


ψS,init(x̃0,0,0)

ψS,init(x̃0,0,1)
...

ψS,init(x̃Nx,Ny,Nz )

 =


|ψS,init(x̃0,0,0)|eiϕS,0,0,0
|ψS,init(x̃0,0,1)|eiϕS,0,0,1

...

|ψS,init(x̃Nx,Ny,Nz )|eiϕS,Nx,Ny,Nz

 , (C1)

where ϕS,i,j,k is the phase of the wave component
ψS,init(x̃i,j,k). Assuming that the quantum register is ini-
tialized in the state |00 · · · 0〉, the left part of Eq. (C1)
can be obtained via a Hadamard transform. The map-
ping (C1) is a diagonal operation that can be realized by a
sequence of uniformly-controlled quantum gates (UCQG)
[68]: this class of gates is defined in Fig. 7 and they con-
sist in the set of all possible multi-qubits controlled gates.
Then, the initialization proceeds by using one gate per
spinor component, as displayed in Fig. 8.

The operators U
(ψS)
i,j,k appearing in the gate definition

are related to the value of the wave function. First, they
are 1-qubit operation and thus, can be decomposed as a
sequence of rotation operators as follows:

U
(ψS)
i,j,k = eiγS,i,j,kRz(δS,i,j,k)Ry(θS,i,j,k), (C2)

where the parameters γS,i,j,k, δS,i,j,k, θS,i,j,k ∈ [0, 2π]
characterize the unitary operation. These parameters are
related to the initial wave function as

θS,i,j,k = 2 arccos

( |ψS,init(x̃i,j,2k−1)|+ |ψS,init(x̃i,j,2k)|
2

)
,

(C3)

γS,i,j,k = ϕS,i,j,2k + ϕS,i,j,2k−1, (C4)

δS,i,j,k = ϕS,i,j,2k − ϕS,i,j,2k−1. (C5)

This unitary operation initializes the wave function at
two points simultaneously, hence the limit of the index
k ∈ [1, Nz/2] in the circuit diagram of Fig. 7.

The number of gates required to initialize the wave
function on the quantum register can be evaluated by
analysing the UCQGs. It has been demonstrated that

the complexity of an arbitrary n-qubit UCQG is O(4n)
[68]. This can be improved further to O(2n) [88]. Apply-
ing these results to the Dirac equation, we obtain that the
number of quantum gates should scale like O(2nx2ny2nz ).
Therefore, this part of the algorithm is not efficient be-
cause it is not a polynomial of nx, ny, nz for the initial-
ization of a general space-time dependent wave function.

Appendix D: Quantum Feit-Fleck method

In this appendix, the quantum Feit-Fleck method given
in Ref. [72] is reviewed and applied to the Dirac equation.
The Feit-Fleck spectral method has been originally de-
veloped to evaluate eigenenergies and eigenstates of the
Schrödinger equation in a static potential [89]. This tech-
nique was then applied to the Dirac equation to calculate
eigenfunctions of hydrogen-like atoms [13, 14, 16, 90]. It
is well suited for Dirac operators because it does not re-
quire the spectrum to be bounded from below, in contrast
with variational methods.

An accurate approximation of the eigenenergy of the
desired eigenstate is expected for the filtering phase pre-
sented below. In some cases, these eigenenergies can be
estimated from analytical methods or classical computa-
tions. However, there exist techniques to perform this
task efficiently on a quantum computer. The starting
point is the autocorrelation function C(t), given by [89]

C(t) =

∫
d3xψ∗(0,x)ψ(t,x) (D1)

C(E) =
1

tf

∫ tf

0

dtw(t)eiEtC(t). (D2)
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|i1〉

...
· · · · · · · · ·

|inx−1〉

|inx〉

|j1〉

...
· · · · · · · · ·

|jny−1〉 :=

|jny 〉

|k1〉

...
· · · · · · · · ·

|knz−2〉

|knz−1〉

|knz 〉 U U1,1,1 U1,1,2 U
1,1,Nz

2
−1

U
1,1,Nz

2
U1,2,1 U

1,Ny,
Nz
2

U2,1,1 U
Nx,Ny,

Nz
2

FIG. 7. Definition and circuit diagram for the grouped uniformly controlled gate for k + 1 qubits [68]. The half black-white
controls on the left-hand-side imply a sum on all black and white controls with a different operator Ui,j,k.

The eigenenergies appear as sharp peaks in the spectral
density C(E). This autocorrelation can be computed
semi-classically [72, 91–93]. First, an ancilla qubit is
added in the state |0〉. Applying a Hadamard gate on this
ancilla qubit and initializing some arbitrary trial state,
the quantum register will be in the state

1√
2

[|0〉+ |1〉]⊗ |ψtrial(0)〉, (D3)

7→ 1√
2

[|0〉 ⊗ |ψtrial(0)〉+ |1〉 ⊗ |ψtrial(t)〉] . (D4)

The mapping in Eq. (D4) is obtained by applying a con-
trolled evolution operator that evolves the trial state to
some final time t. Then, it can be demonstrated that per-
forming the following measurement on the ancilla qubit

yields the autocorrelation function:

〈(σx + iσy)⊗ I〉 = 〈ψtrial(0)|ψtrial(t)〉, (D5)

=

4∑
S=1

Nx∑
i=1

Ny∑
j=1

Nz∑
k=1

α∗S,i,j,k(0)αS,i,j,k(t),

(D6)

where αS,i,j,k(t) are the coefficients of the register that
store the wave function, as in Eq. (36). Eq. (D6) is a
discretized version of the autocorrelation function in Eq.
(D1). The resulting circuit diagram is displayed in Fig.
9.

Once the autocorrelation has been evaluated, the
Fourier transform has to be performed classically. Then,
the eigenenergies can be read off the spectral density
C(E).

Here, the final time tf , where t ∈ [0, tf ], is impor-
tant because it determines the resolution of the spectral
method as ∆E = π/tf , where ∆E is the energy res-
olution of the method. Therefore, obtaining a precise
value of the eigenenergy requires a large simulation time.
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|s1〉 H

|s2〉 H

H

...

H

H

H U (φ1) U (φ2) U (χ1) U (χ2)

FIG. 8. Circuit diagram for the initialization of the wave
function.

ψtrial(0) U(t)

|0〉 H

|s1〉

|s2〉

|i1〉

...

|inx〉

|j1〉

...

|jny 〉

|k1〉

...

|knz 〉

FIG. 9. Circuit diagram for the computation of the autocor-
relation function. The quantity 〈(σx + iσy) ⊗ I〉 is measured
on the ancilla qubit.

Moreover, the energy range that can be considered is
governed by the time step as [−π/∆t, π/∆t].

Once the eigenenergy is known, it is possible to use the
following equation to filter an arbitrary trial state [89]:

ψE(x) =
1

tf

∫ tf

0

dtψtrial(t,x)w(t)eiEt, (D7)

where ψE(x) is the wanted eigenstate, E is the energy
of the eigenstate, tf is is final time of the calculation,

ψtrial(t,x) is an arbitrary trial function and w(t) is a
window function. One convenient choice for the window
function is the Hann function but other choices are avail-
able [94].

The filtering can be implemented on a quantum com-
puter by supplementing the quantum register with an
additional qubit |c〉. Then, Eq. (D7) is approximated by
a quadrature formula of the form

ψE(x) ≈
Nt∑
k=0

Bkψtrial(tk,x), (D8)

Bk := ∆takw(tk)eiEtk , (D9)

where Nt is the number of timestep, tk = k∆t is the
time where the integrand is evaluated and (ak)k=0,··· ,Nt
are coefficients required by the quadrature rule [95].

The result of the partial sum can be stored in the reg-
ister by applying a non-unitary operator at every time
step defined by B̂i ⊗ I2 · · · ⊗ I2 where B̂i is a two-by-two
matrix given by [72]

B̂i :=
1√

1 + |Bi|2
2 + |Bi|

√
1 + |Bi|2

4

[
1 0

Bi 1

]
. (D10)

The resulting quantum circuit is displayed in Fig. 10.
It is possible to implement non-unitary operations on

a quantum computer by using non-deterministic algo-
rithms [96–100]. Following the technique described in
[96], the first step is to find the singular value decompo-

sition of the matrix B̂. It is given by

B̂i = UiΣiV
†
i . (D11)

The matrices Ui, V
†
i are unitary while Σi = diag(1, ai) is

diagonal, where the singular value is given by

ai =

√√√√√1 + |Bi|2
2 − |Bi|

√
1 + |Bi|2

4

1 + |Bi|2
2 + |Bi|

√
1 + |Bi|2

4

, (D12)

where ai ≤ 1, in accordance with the exact realization
theorem [98]. Then, the operator Σi can be literally real-
ized with one ancilla initialized in the state |0〉, a unitary
transformation and a projective measurement [72]. The
corresponding quantum circuit is displayed in Fig. 11,
where the controlled unitary operator is given by

c-Pi =


1 0 0 0

0 ai 0
√

1− a2
i

0 0 1 0

0 −
√

1− a2
i 0 ai

 . (D13)

The last step of the circuit is a projective measurement
|0〉〈0| on the ancilla qubit. A success occurs when the
ancilla is measured in the state |0〉, which implies that the
non-unitary operation has been implemented properly.
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ψtrial U1 U2 UNt

|c〉 B̂0 B̂1 B̂2 B̂Nt

|s1〉

|s2〉

|i1〉

...
· · ·

|inx〉

|j1〉

...
· · ·

|jny 〉

|k1〉

...

|knz 〉

FIG. 10. Circuit diagram for the quantum implementation of the Feit-Fleck method. The gate Ui := U((i−1)∆t, i∆t) advances
the solution by ∆t, its decomposition into quantum gates is given in Fig. 4. The gate Bi is defined in Eq. (D10).

|0〉 Pi

=

|c〉 B̂i V †
i Ui

FIG. 11. Circuit diagram for the implementation of the
nonunitary operation. The upper qubit is an ancilla qubit
prepared in the state |0〉. The measurement operator imple-
ments the projective measurement |0〉〈0|. If the measurement
yields the state |1〉, the calculation has to be redone from the
beginning.

The success probability of this projective measurement,

after Nt + 1 iterations is [72]

Psuccess(Nt + 1) ≥ 1

e

[
1− 1

Nt

]
+O

(
1

N2
t

)
, (D14)

where e ≈ 2.7183 is Euler’s number (not the electric
charge).

The number of operations required to initialize
the wave function using this quantum implemen-
tation of the Feit-Fleck method scales like N̄ =
e2Ntpoly(nx, ny, nz)/P , where P is the probability to be
in the eigenstate after the filtering. As long as P is not
exponentially small, the initialization can be performed
using a logarithmic number of gates. The performance
is similar to the phase-estimation algorithm but requires
less ancilla qubits. More details are given in Ref. [72].
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